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A.J. Somogyi. W.I. Axford, G. Erdős. W.-H. ip. V.O. Shapiro, V.l. Shevchenko: Particle acceleration
in the plasma fields near Comet Halley. KFKI 1990 01/C
ABSTRACT
: -raft approached Haut;, Jomet to distances less than ten million km in March
1986 ín
n ;in were equipped with devices capable to detect, and measure the energies of,
charged pat i'cí^f -л к> '-п-и^а higher than 50 koV This paper deals mainly with the results obtained
with the rtovii;;: c^led íUf-íLf M oamed onboa.d ihn spacecraft VEGA 1.
After a survey of acceleration mechanisms which may be operational in the fields near comets,
the paper gr.es an acco;.;; ,;' the properties of the 50 800 keV charged particle fluxes obsjrved
inlh; vari.-'•!:•; OJIO! ;atu. • .С mot Haüoy In particular, the regions outside thecometary bow shock,
the egion between the bow shock anJ the cometopause. and »nside the cometopause, especially
'hat of the magnetic pile up are considered Possible mechanisms responsible (or the accelerations
of the particle fluxes described are nis^ussed

А . й . Шомоди, В.И. Аксфорд, Г. Эрдэш, В.-Х. Ип, В.Д. Шапиро, В.И. Шевченко:
Ускорение частиц в плазме в окрестности кометы Галлея. KFKI-1990-O1/C
АННОТАЦИЯ
В марте 1986 года пять космических аппаратов сблизились с кометой Галлея на
расстояние меньше 10 млн. километров. На борту трех из пяти КА были установлены
приборы, предназначенныг для детектирования ионов с энергией ч-50 кэВ и измерения
их энергии. В настоящей статье используются, в основном, результаты, полученные
с помощью расположенного на борту КА ВЕГА-1 прибора ТЮНДЕ-М.
После обсуждения предполагаемых в
окрестности комет механизмов ускорения
излагаются свойства и возможные механизмы ускорения потоков заряженных части с
энергией 50-800 кэВ, которые были обнаружены вне головной ударной волны кометы,
в пространстве между головной ударной волной и кометопаузои, а также внутри кометопаузы и особенно, в зоне магнитного скопления.

Somogyi A.J., Axford W.I., Erdős G., Ip W.-H., Shapiro V.O.,Shavchenko V.l.: Részocskegyorsitás
a Halley üstökös körüli plazma terekben KFKI 1990 01/C
KIVONAT
1986 márciusában ol űrszonda közelítette meg a Halley üstököst tízmillió km nél kisebb
távolságra Közülük három fol volt szerelve - 50 keV nél nagyobb energiájú ionok észlelésére és
energiájuk mérésére E dolgozat elsősorban azokra az eredményekre támaszkodik, amelyeket a
TÜNDE M nevű müszor szolgáltatóit a VEGA 1 űrszonda fedélzetén
E dolgozat az üstökösök környezőiében szóbajöhotő gyorsítási mechanizmusok áttekintése
után ismerteti a fojhi'Hárnon kívül, a fejhullám és a kometopauza közötti térrészben valamint
a kornetopauzán bel'il. .különösen a mágneses felhalmozódási (pilu up) tartományban észlelt
50 800 keV energiáin ' loHolt részecske fluxusok tulajdonságait es felgyorsulásuk valószínű
mechanizmusát
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Glossary of acronyms and notations used in this review
Acronyms
CA
HE
IMF
P/H
P/GZ
s/c
SOFA
SR
sw
Notations
B,J5
m,
r
u,u
\,v
V

A

4-

closest approach
high energy
interplanetary magnetic field
comet H alley
comet Giacobini-Zinner
spacecraft
second order Feimi acceleration
sub-region
solar wind

magnetic induction
macs of the ion considered
cometocentric distance
bulk velocity of sw
particle velocity
Alfven velocity
ZeB/rrii

Notes
- All event times quoted throughout this review are s/c event times (never
ground-station-received-time)
- SI units are used in all equations in. this review (except if stated otherwise)
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1. Introduction
During their journey in the inner solar system cometary nuclei emit a large
amount of gas. Ions of cometary origin are created from the expanding neu
tral gas coma by photoionization and by charge exchange with sw particles; at
smaller distances from the cometary nucleus also by direct electron impact and
by critical velocity ionization (Mendis Sc al 1985, Galeev Sc Khabibrakhmanov
1086, Cravens 1986). Once the particles are ionized, they interact with the elec
tric and magnetic field of the interplanetary plasma carried by the sw. As a
consequence, the ions get accelerated and diverted tailwards, whilst the mass
density of sw increases and the sw itself gets slowed down. These processes in
volve generation of various kinds of plasma instabilities together wuh turbulent
magnetic and electric field fluctuations.
Besides of the first observation of a cometary nucleus by the two VEGA
and the GIOTTO missions and establishing its basic features (shape, rotation,
surface properties, etc.) the most surprising result of the 1985 (ICE) and 1986
(VEGA, GIOTTO, SUISEI, SAKIGAKE) missions was to prove that comets
P/GZ and P/H were surrounded by a hot plasma cloud to distances as far
as 10 km (in case of P/H) and 10 km (case of P/GZ) from the nucleus and
consisting of ions with energies extending to the MeV region (P/H) and 0.5 MtV
region (P/GZ), respectively (Hynds Sc al 1986, Ipavich Sc al 1986 for P/GZ, and
Somogyi Sc al 1986, McKenna-Lawlor Sc al 1986b, for P/H).
7

е
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In this review the HE ( > 50 ktV for р ^ л ш , > 100 keV for 0 ions)
plasma processes (production, propagation, interaction) will be dealt with in
the context of low energy plasma, magnetic field, and plasma wave phenomena,
as observed by the i986 cometary missions near P/H. Emphasis will be given
to observations made by the VEGA Mission. For more detailed treatment of
the GIOTTO observations, see MecKenna-Lawlor, 1986a, b, and 1988. This
review reflects the state of affairs of early 1988. The data observed are not yet
fully analyzed. Many questions are as yet unanswered, some answers are still
preliminary. They will be pointed out in the text.
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2. A short review of acceleration
processes near comets
The first reports from the 1985-86 cometary missions have been most stimulat
ing in directing theoretical efforts in the investigation of acceleration mechanism operating in the vicinity of cornets. In reviewing these processes we follow the
main lines set up in the paper of Ip к Axford 1986, Sagdeev к al 1987 and
Galeev к al 1987.

2.1 Ion pick up by the solar wind
Freshly created cometary ions have very low velocities (u, ~ 1 km/s) as
compared to that of the sw (u > 300 km/s), thus they experience an electric
field E u x B, due to the magnetic field, B, frozen into the sw, and are
accelerated to move on trochoidal orbits with guiding centre velocities v . —
E X B / / T , i.e. v -- (i sin p , where <p is the angle between n and В (sw pick
up process). The velocity distribution of the pick up ions form a ring in velocity
space with the radius \, -•- it sin <p in a plane perpendicular to В and centered
around the end point of the vector v,,,. (Fig. 1).
Rt

2

1/r

ir

In a frame of reference moving together with the sw, the guiding centre has
the velocity и cos ip directed parallel to the magnetic field lines (Fig. 1). Such
a formation is, however, unstable and gives rise to resonant ion cyclotron waves
on which the accelerated ions are pitch angle scattered (Sagdeev к Shafranov
1960, Wu к Davidson 1972, Winske к al 1985, Galeev к al 1986b, Sagdeev к
al 1986a). As a consequence, the velocity distribution of the pick up ions gets
isotropized in the sw frame ol reference: the new velocity distribution has the
form of a spherical shell with the radius и centered around Q , the end point of
the vector u (Fig. 1). The characteristic time of isotropization is of the order of
u

i i''Mf\
w '

2

« .'50 to 300 л

V

л

/

where u> is the gyro-frequency of the pick-tip ions, and Ai? is the rms amplitude
of magnetic field fluctuations (ip к Axford 1987a, Sagdeev к al 1986a, Сагу к
al 1986). This means that, unless affected by mechanisms other than mentioned
above, all pick up ions move in directions which form angles, <p , less than 90°
with ÜK: SW direction. The sw thus "takes along" the pick up ions. This "mass
r
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loading" of the sw is especially significant if the pick up ions are heavy which
may be the case in cometary environments. Pick up ions have maximum speed
(equal to 2 u) in the sw (y?=0) direction (Fig. 1). E.g., an O* ion picked up by
a sw with u = 550 km/a , and moving in the sw direction has the energy of
T
= 100 keV ; а СО% ion picked up by the sw of the same velocity would
have T
- 276 ktV .
max

max

Figure 1
Vtloeity distribution of pick up ions shown in velocity space.
Solar-ecliptic system of coordinates centered at the point Q
v,
v,
Q
Q

u
x

: anti-sunward direction
: ecliptic North
is the end point of the sw velocity vector u = QQ
is the centre of the parallel circle perpendicular to the IMF direction, В

QQi = - ( u x B) x B / B

U

2

It should, however, be noted that the isotropization is not complete, the cre
ation of new ions maintains a certain anisotropy of the velocity distribution and
supports continuous excitation of A If vén waves. According to measurements,
the anisotropy degree does not exceed 20-30 % (Neugebauer к al, 1986) in the
upstream region.

«

2.2 Adiabatic healing
As a consequence of the mass loading by comctary ions, there is a gradual
slow-down of the sw plasma flow as it streams through the comctary coma.
Applying ideal »as approximation in this adiabatic process (Wallis 1973), the
average energy (as measured in the sw frame of reference) of the pick up ions
will l>c increase«! I»y a factor of F !* , where F is the ratio of plasma speed at
the point where the ion is produced and the local plasma How speed. Suppose
an O* ion is created in the high speed ( и - 550 Arm/s ) flow region upstream
of the bow shock; then at the time it reaches a low speed flow region with
u - .400 кт/я , say, its energy of the gyro-motion in the sw frame would !>e
increased from 25 kr.V to 37 krV Uy »diahatic compression.
2

2.3 Shock associnlr«! accelnatioiis
2.3 J Shock compression - is similar to the adiahulic healing eifert resulting
from the gradual slow down of I hi- plasma. The sudden jump in the How velocity
at the how shock also leads to an increase of ion thermal energies characterized
l>y tin- factor r'(shock)
"•/».• when' «, and v, are the pre-shock and postshock SW How vehjcilies, respect.»vely.

2.32 Shock drift. «'i<celer;if ion. - In the stationary frame of a bow shock,
there is an electric held given by u, < И, which could facilitate particle acceler
ation at the shock front .sin« г the gr;nl II drift motion of particles is parallel to
that electric Held (Hudson ИМ>5, Soiinerup ИМИ.)).

2.33 l>iirnsive shock acceleratiim - is essentially a first order Fermi type
process. As a SOUK г of UK ions near comets, it was first suggested by Amain
and Fnriiiisaiio (11)85). The process is more effective if the shock is quasi parallel
in which case random scattering of the particles on both sides of the bow shock
leads to the gain of energy (see e.g. Axford J981) the amount of which depends
essentially on the strength of the shock.
Multiple shock front crossing may occur also in quasi-perpendicular »hocks if
particles are trapped near the shock front: one turning point may be created by
the shock potential, another by the magnetic field. At each crossing the parti« Ic
gains energy and is thus accelerated along the shock front (Sagdeev I'.Wil)
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2.4 Second order Fermi acceleration
The essential feature of this process (to be quoted as SOFA in what follows) is
diffusion like velocity change (diffusion in velocity space) via resonant scattering
on magnetic irregularities (Fisk 1976). To be operational, the resonant waves
must have different phase velocities. The process can be described by a FokkerPlanck type equation in the six dimensional phase space. The result of it is that
the original energy distribution spreads towards both higher and lower energies,
i.e. both high and low energy tails are formed (Ip & Axford 1987a, Isenberg
1987).
In applying this method to explain ion acceleration near cotricts, two different
approaches were made.
2.41 One of them, let us call it SOFA-1, (Ip & Axford 1986, 1987a,b) takes
the velocity-diffusion-r.oeflicicnt, D , in the form suggested in the paper of Fisk
(1976), then introduces a parameter / - X/R (with Л denoting scattering
mean free path and II the Larmor radius). Il is found that the efficiency of
the acceleration (i.e. the time needed to increase the ionic energy by a prefixed
factor) depends essentially on / , and explicite analytical expression is given
for the number density of ions as a function of kinetic energy and tim»?, t .
The expression, on principle, may be adequate to describe the energy spectrum
right from the lowest energies up to the highest observed ones. The expression
contains / and t but in the combination t/f .
2.42 The other approach (Cribov k al 1987), wc shall call it SOFA-2, is
more general in the sense that it uses a more general expression for D , derived
by quasilinear theory, which takes into account the actual power of the observed
magnetic fluctuations taken at the cyclotron resonance frequency. If the power
spectrum of the magnetic fluctuations has the form of a power function, the
genera] solution of the Fokker- Planck equation may be given in an explicite
analytical form. The solution lakes a particularly simple form if the power
index is -1. In such a case, the time dependence of the average kinetic energy
(temperature, T) of the accelerated ions may be written as (Gribov ic al 1987)
T{x)

T M

' «(*") /

d x

(1)

m

il * "' "' %

•*ir
1

where x •- u(r)t is measured along the solar wind velocity and It i* the
constant in the fluctuation power (//£) spectrum of U with the index -I, i.e.

Hi = JT/k

-8A closer consideiation of the resonance condition, i.e.

where к is the resonant wave number of the magnetic fluctuations and t* is
the pitch angle of the particle velocity, v , reveals that for short wavelength
(k > w./u) fluctuations Eq. (2) can be satisfied but for the part of the pitch
angle range, where (cos 4| < ujv , whereas in the case of long wavelengths
( к < w,/u ) much larger pitch angle range may be effective in the acceleration
process. This restricts very much the efficiency of short wavelength fluctuations
in regions where •» > и .
Short wavelength magnetic fluctuations near comets may be produced by
Alfvén waves or by oblique magnetosonic waves. To achieve SOFA, waves prop
agating in different directions are needed. The excitation of Alfvén waves by
ion cyclotron instability was observed experimentally near comets (Galeev к al
1986a, Tsurutani it al 1986b, Johnstone it al 1986, Obere it al 1987) However,
since they propagate along magnetic field lines, waves propagating in directions
both parallel and antiparallel to В are needed to SOFA. The condition of ex
citation of such waves are not clear and as yet no such wave configuration has
clearly been detected.
The contribution of oblique magnetosonic waves to SOFA is possible, is, how
ever, limited by the fact that such waves suffer strong Landau damping (due
to Cherenkov resonance with sw protons) in regions where sw ß is near to 1
(Kennel 1986). They may be more effective closer to the comet, where the level
of oscillations is large enough to form a plateau on the distribution function and,
this way, switch off the Landau damping (Galeev tt al 1987).
Long wavelength magnetic fluctuations are in fact observed near comets.
Their weaker power density may be compensated by the larger pitch angle region
available for resonant acceleration to high (v > u) energies. They probably may
be excited by fire-hose instability the conditions of which seem to be fulfilled
upstream of the bow shock in its close vicinity (2.5 > r > 1 x 10* km on the
inbound leg). Further theoretical investigations into the production and power
density of such waves are needed so as to estimate their contribution to SOFA.

2.5 Field reconnection
Reconnection of magnetic field lines can occur on the upstream side of the
comet as a result of change in the direction of the ambient interplanetary mag
netic field (Niedner it Brandt 1978) or on the downstream side as a result of
"eubetorm" like activity (Ip tt Mendis 1978, Axford 1979, Ip it Axford 1982,

-9Niedner к Schwingenschuch 1986, Gringaus к al 1986c). Magnetic field rever
sals were observed both by the GIOTTO (Neubauer к al 1986, Raider к al
1986) and the VEGA (Riedler к al 1986) magnetometer experiments. Under
steady state conditions, the maximum energy that ions may acquire as a result
of field reconnection is approximately
E

m

= ZeBv

A

L

(3)

where Z t is the ion charge and L is the characteristic length of the reconnectton region (Axford 1984, Ip к Axford 1986). This process may play role in
regions where magnetic field draping is present, i.e. near to the magnetic barrier
in the coma and in its tailwards extension.
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3. Experimental
Of the six s/c (VEGA 1 and 2, GIOTTO, SUISEI, SAKIGAKE, ICE) which
approached comet Halley in March 1986, four (VEGA 1 and 2, GIOTTO, ICE)
carried instruments to study the dynamics of HE (> 30 keV) ion populations.
ICE approached the cometary nucleus on the solar side at a minimum distance
of about 28 x 10 km (Wenzel &, ai 1986) which was too large to decide un
equivocally whether the high energy ion fluxe, observed there were of cometary
or interplanetary origin (Tsurutani Sc al 1986a). On VEGA-2, the HE ion de
vice was not operating during the fly-by period due to an intermittent contact
failure. There were thus altogether two devices sending back detailed data on
the high energy ions around Hailey's comet: one was the TUNDE-M device on
VEGA-1, the other the EPONA device on GIOTTO. Both used two fully de
pleted silicon wafers as detectors. A schematic diagram of the detector telescope
of TUNDE-M is shown in Fig. 2. For further details see Somogyi & al 1982 and
1985. For details of the EPONA device see McKenna-Lawlor & al 1986a.
е

Encounter data (time and distance of CA, velocities and angles at CA) of
VEGA-1 with P/H are given in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Encounter data of VEGA-1 with P/H
#

Time of CA*

07:20:06 s ÜT
on March 6,1986

Distance of CA

8890 km

S/c velocity at CA
orbital
relative to P/II

35.2 km/s
79.2 km/s

Angle of s/c velocity
with the sun-comet line
with the comet velocity

112°
150°

* s/c event time

TÜNDE-M cannot distinguish between ions of difFerent charges or masses. It
measures the energy deposited in the front silicon wafer by ions stopping in that
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wafer and counts the number of such ions arriving during a prefixed time At
(= time resolution) in prefixed energy bins (channels). Information on the time
resolution and energy channels are given in Table 2.

V E G A - 1 AND - 2
PARTICLE DETECTOR TÜNDE-M

PRINTED CIRCUIT

Figure 2

Cross sectional schematic drawing of the particle detector
TÜNDE-M flown on s/c VEGA-1 and VEGA-2
A and B: fully depleted silicon detectors
С (also: SCINTILLATOR): plastic scintillator guard detector
MCP: multi-channel plate

It is an intrinsic property of semiconductor detectors that, due to energy loss
in the insensitive layer covering the detector, the incident energy of a parti
cle stopping in the detector is higher than the energy deposited in the silicon
wafer (pulse height defect), the difference being dependent on the identity and
the energy of the particle. Unless stated otherwise, the ionic energies quoted
throughout this review refer to_ incident oxygen ions. The front cover of the
front detector was, in case of TÜNDE-M on VEGA-1, a 15 pg/cm* aluminum

-12TABLE2
Time resolutions and energy channels of TÜNDE-M
in the period March 4-7, /006

Period
[UTj

Distance
from
nucleus
[km]

(1)
09h March
4 to04h
March 6

13.2 x 10
to
l x 10

(2)
04h to
0715
March 6

l x 10*
to
25 000

(S)
0715 to
0830
March 6
(4)
0830
March 6
to 0640
March 7

Time
resolution
At[sj

Number
of
energy
bins

150

4

Total range
ofk>n(0 )
energy
|keV]t

Notes

4

96-153

#1

52

96-766

3
4
4
sunv.ll

96-138
184-238
274-324

#2

2

96-125

#3

+

6

е

25 000 to
8890,then
increasing
to 330 000
330 000
to
6.7 x 10°

4

150

* Allowance is made for the pulse hight defect. See text.
#1 The noise level in the lowest energy bin (96 - 1 0 6 keV) was higher than that
of the signal until 20:30 UT on March 5.
# 2 At 07:15 UT, 41 bins (out of the 52) became unoperational due to damage of
the apparatus by the heavy cometary environment.
# 3 The noise level in the 9 6 - 1 0 6 keV bin became higher than that of the signal
at 23 h on March 6.

-13layer. The energy losses of O* ions in that layer were calculated on the basb
of the paper Ipavich к al 1978 and Kecskeméty & al 1989.
The s/c VEGA-1 was three axis stabilised with one axis pointing towards the
sun and another to the star Canopus. The detector of TUNDE-M pointed in
the direction r x i where r is a vector pointing from the sun towards the s/c
and ж points to the ecliptic north (the direction г х ж is nearly opposite to
that of the orbital velocity of the s/c). The half opening angle of the viewing
cone was 25* , the geometric factor of the telescope 0.25 ± 0.03 em* sr .
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4. Outside the Bow Shock
4.1 Outlines
Fig. 3 gives a survey of the time history of HE ionic fluxes as observed by
TÜNDE-M along an about 18 x 10 km (12.4 before, 5.3 after CA) long track
of s/c VEGA-1 passed between 12 h UT, M.-rch 4, 1986, and 02 h UT, March
7, 1986. VEGA-1 crossed the cometary bow shock in the inbound direction at
about 03:50 UT on March 6 (Gringauz & al 1986a, Riedler & al 1986) at a
distance of about 1.0xlO 'A:m from the cometary nucleus. Beginning with
03:50 UT there was an about 30 minute long gap in the data transmission.
6

r

In this chapter we summarize the results concerning HE cometary ionic pro
cesses as observed by TÜNDE-M on VEGA-1 between 20 h, March 4 and 03:50,
March 6, i.e. in the outside-the-bow-shock region in the inbound pass.
The first clear sign of energetic ions of cometary origin was observed at about
21:00 UT on March 4, i.e. us far as 9.8 ± 0.1 x 10" km from the nucleus of
P/H. The ion fluxes generally increased as the spacecraft approached the comet,
the increase steepened at a distance of about 3 x 10 km from the nucleus
and reached maximum values near the bow shock. An interesting feature of the
counting rates detected by TUNDE-M is that large flux enhancements, in some
cases almost two orders of magnitude, are superimposed on the general trend. In
the inbound pass, the enhancements show a quasi-periodic nature with a period
of about 4 h.
6

4.2 Appearance of cometary ions at r = 10 km
Once a neutral particle is ionized, it is convected away with the sw (see section
2.1 of this review), therefore cometary particles detected as ions should have
travelled as neutrals close to от upstream from the observer.
Since the expansion velocity of the neutral gas is estimated to be about
1 km/s , travelling to JO km makes serious concerns about the value of
10 8 characteristic time of ionization loss of neutrals (Ip and Axford 1987b).
The minimum velocity of neutral particles required to reach a certain observer
has been calculated by assuming, that neutral gas particles move on Keplerian
7

е
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VEGA-1
10

i—'—r
16
0
MARCH 4
Figure Z

TÜNDE-M
8

6

4

1
' Г
8
16
MARCH 5

MARCH 4 - 6 , 1986
2

0.01

2

6

4x10 km

1—•—Г
8
16
0 ЦТ
MARCH 6

Intensity vs time of HE ions detected by TUNDE-M near P/H.

Upper horizontal scale: distances from the cometary nucleus
BS: bow shock crossing (inbound)
CA: closest approach
BSf: bow shock crossing (outbound, uncertain)
Limits of energy channels (for О* ions):
a 96-106fceV
с 125-138*eV
b 106-125fceV
d 138-153*eK
For more data inside the bov< shock see Figs, в and 7

orbits around the sun (Daly 1987, Erdős and Kecskeméty 1987). It has been
shown that some of the observations of pick-up ions in distant regions (Somogyi
к al 1986, Yumoto & al 1986, Wenzel к al 1986) are inconsistent with 1 km/s
gas outflow velocity, suggesting that a high speed velocity component of neutral
gas outflow should be considered. Photodissociation of C0
and/or CO
molecules (or dissociative recombination of COf and/or CO* ions) can pro
vide fast С and О atoms (Ip к Axford 1987b) with velocities of several kin/s
and reasonable densities to understand, in a semi-quantitative way, the appear3
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ance of HE ions at r = 10 km . Another source of fast neutrals may be the
photodissociation of water molecules into neutral И and OH , and/or that
of OH radicals into II and О . In these exoterm processes, the Я atoms
leave the parent molecules with velocities of 20 and 8 km/s , respectively, thus
being fast enough for a considerable fraction of them to reach distances of the
order of 10 km from the nucleus. Here, however, the difficulty is met with the
post-acceleration process which, in this case, must be more effective by about
an order of magnitude to be able to accelerate pick up protons (instead of pick
up 0
ions) to the energies observed by TÜNDE-M.
T

+

4.3 Insufficiency of the solar wind pick up process
Contribution of pick up ions to the HE fluxes observed by TÜNDE-M may be
ruled out unless the pick up ions undergo further acceleration by some mecha
nism different from the pick up process. This follows from the distribution of the
velocities an ion may gain by the pick up process (see Section 2.1) and the view
ing direction of the TÜNDE-M telescope. The effect of the latter is explained in
Fig. 4 which essentially is the projection of the velocity-space diagram of Fig. 1
onto the x, у (i.e. the ecliptic) plane. Added to it is the cone of acceptance of
TÜNDE-M together with areas containing end points of velocity vectors of 0
ions which may be detected in the lowest energy channels of TÜNDE-M (see
Section 3). In the s/c frame of reference, the maximum velocity that a pick
up ion flying within the cone of acceptance may have, is about 345 km/s if
u = 580 km/s . Actually, u varied between 580 km/s and 420 km/s in the
interval considered (Verigin к al 1986 and unpublished data, courtesy of Prof.
K.I. Gringauz, measured by the PLAZMAG-1 experiment on VEGA-1). An
0
ion with v = 345 km/s has the kinetic energy of 9.9 kcV . Even a CO\
ion (number density of which is very small along the part of the s/c track in con
sideration) would only have the kinetic energy of about 27 keV , many factors
too low to be detected by TÜNDE-M. Unrealistically high (u > 1400 km/s)
solar wind speeds would be needed for pick up 0
ions to be detected by
TÜNDE-M, without additional acceleration by a different process.
+

+

+

The mere existence of HE ions recorded by TÜNDE-M proves the operation
cf one or more acceleration mechanisms in addition to that of the solar wind
pick up.

4.4 Adiabatic and shock associated acceleration
According to solar wind plasma measurements made by the instrument PLASMAG-J onboard VEGA-1 (Gringauz к al 1986a, Verigin к al 1986) a, the sw
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bulk speed, decreased from about 580 km/s (at about r = 10 km) to about
520 km/s (at about r = 3 x 10 km ) and then to about 430 km/s at the
outer boundary of the how shock (about r = 10 km ).
6

6

Figure 4 Projection of the velocity distribution sphere of pick up ions shown
in Fig. 1 onto the (v ,v ) plane, together with the projection of the cone of
acceptance of the TUNDE-M device. Q is the end point of the vector u
x

y

u

4.41 Compression of that orders of magnitude is insufficient to raise ener
gies of pick up cometary ions to a level detectable for TUNDE-M or EPONA.
A quantitative estimate must also take into account the slowing down of the
sw (Ip & Axford 1986). A decrease of sw velocity from «! to u (< u j
would cause the velocity of the pick up ions to be distributed on the surface of
a sphere (in velocity space) with a radius u^tii/us) ' and centered at the
end point of u . Taking into account the TUNDE-M acceptance geometry
shown in Fig. 4, the maximum energy, E ( 0 ) in the s/c frame, of an 0
ion arriving within the cone of acceptance of TÜNDE-M, assuming an initial sw
velocity U] = 580 km/s takes the following values:
3

1

3

3

+

+

m

atF
E {0+)
m

=

1
14.2

580/520
24.3

580/430
35.1

2
49.5

5
84.6

keV

-18which are lower than those observed in the lowest energy channel of TÜNDE-M
(96 - W6kcV).
4.42 Diffuse shock acceleration has also limitations. First of all, the
drop of u at the shock was too small.Its exact value cannot be estimated on
the basis of the VEGA-1 (PLAZMAG-1) measurements because of the data gap
mentioned in section 4.1. Inferred from GIOTTO measurements, the drop might
have been a factor of 1.4 (Coates & al 1986), which, in itself, could cause but
negligible acceleration.
Further serious limitation on the efficiency of diffusive shock acceleration is
imposed by the fact that the convection of the particles by the sw is still strong
enough to reduce the chances of diffusion back into the upstream region.
4.43 The angle between the magnetic field vector and the shock normal
determined from the coplanarity theorem is about 45 (Schwingenschuh &
al 1986), favourable for gradient-drift acceleration to operate. However, it
should be noted that there is a low energy cut off in the reflection of particles
by the shock wave (Decker 1983, Terasawa 1979), if particle velocity is less than
about the velocity of the de Hoffman-Teller frame. For transmission of particles
through the shock, the process is very similar to the adiabatic compression,
therefore it seems to be ineffective.
s

4.5 Second order Fermi acceleration
Experimental results at P/G-Z and P/H (Tsurutani & al 1986b, Galeev к al
1986a, Schwingenschuh & al 1987) for the total energy of magnetic field fluctua
tions and for the spectral density of short wavelength (k > w /u) fluctuations are
close to theoretical expectations. An extension of the fluctuation spectrum into
the long wavelengh (k < u /u) region has also been confirmed experimentally.
c

e

Comparision of energy spectra of ions as predicted by the method SOFA-1
(section 2.41 in this review) with observed spectra is dealt with in the review
McKenna-Lawlor 1989. The agreement between theory and experiment is good
if we take into account the large energy range (two orders of magnitude) of
the particles involved, although there are difficulties in fitting the experimental
points simultaneously both at the low and the high energy end of the range by
one single value of the parameter.
The results obtained by the method SOFA-2 (Section 2.42 of this review)
are shown in Fig. 5 (Gribov к al 1987). The upper panel of the figure shows
time profiles of intensities of HE ions as observed by TŰNDE-M along the last
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Figure 5 Lower panel: comparison of observed (T ,) and calculated (T )
temperature values of HE ions in the pre shock region (2 Ah >r> 1.05 x 10* km).
Upper panel: Values of HE ionic intensities observed by TUNDE-M and used in
deriving the T , values
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five hours (1.4 x 10 km) before crossing the bow shock (in the inbound direc
tion), the lower panel shows temperatures of the HE ions (96 — 153 ktV for
0 ions) as obtained on the basis of the HE ionic intensities observed (T )
and temperatures calculated on the basis of Eq. (1) using sw velocity data and
magnetic field data nv- ;ured onboard VEGA-1 by PLAZMAG-1 and MISHA,
respectively. The agr. tent is good if we take into account uncertain'!ties of the
measured quantities. For a more detailed discussion see the paper Gribov к al
1987.
+

obm

It may thus be concluded that SOFA plays a significant role in heating the
ionic envinronment of P/IL This is the more interesting since this is most prob
ably the first case where the operation of the SOFA process is proved by direct
measurement. As for the level of significance, we refer to the theoretical difficul
ties dealt with in Section 2.4, as well as the not quite satisfactory (nevertheless
qualitative good) agreement between theory and experiment outlined in this
section. There are opinions (Richardson 1986, McKenna-Lawlor к al 1987, Ip
& Axford 1987a) which attribute less efficiency to SOFA than it was thought
previously.

4.6 The quasi-periodic intensity enhancements
No obvious correlation can be found between the quasi-periodic peaks in the
counting rates and the measured plasma parameters (Kecskeméty к al 1986,
1989). To explain the 4 h periodicity in the observed fluxes, an interesting
possibility could be to relate it to the rotation of the nucleus itself. Suppose
that the gas production rate is modulated by the rotation of the nucleus (due
to active region(s) on the surface facing the sun), then the neutral gas would
be enhanced in concentric shell-like structures centered around the comet ind
expanding with the velocity of the gas, similarly to the hydrogen coma observed
by Suisei (Kaneda к al 1986). If gas-shells with larger neutral densities exist, a
larger flux of pick up ions is expected, when the spacecraft-sun line is tangent to
the inner surface of the shell, since it is the column density of neutrals along the
sw flow direction what contributes to the flux of ions. This might explain the
periodicity observed in the ion flux. However, a very effective post-acceleration
is needed to expl? in the almost two order of magnitude flux increases. Another
limitation is that the 53 h rotation period of the nucleus (Sagdeev ii al 1986b)
would require a large expansion velocity of neutrals (ss 7 km/a, Kecskeméty к
al 1989) to match the 4 h periodicity in the timing of the peaks as seen by the
s/c.
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5. Inside the Bow Shock
5.1 Outlines
Fig. 6 ("TÜNDE" panel) gives a representative sample of the high energy
ionic intensities as observed inside the comctary bow shock by the TÜNDE-M
detector system.
The inside-the-bow-shock region may, from the point of view of HE ionic
structures, be subdivided into several subregions (SR). A possible division is
shown in Table 3 (compare with Fig. 6).

TABLE 3
T.imits of subregions (SR) within the insidc-the-bow-shock region
(Date: March 6, 1986)

No of SR

Time (UT)
start
end

1
2
3
4
5
SR-CA
6

04:20
05:30
06:10
06:45
07:00
07:15
07:55

C4.-55
06:10
06:45
07:00
07:55
07:25
08:25

Distance*
start

end

860
520
330
160
90
25
160

690
330
160
90
160
25
310

-8.9-8.9-

* in thousand km from the cometary nucleus
SRI is characterized by large intensityfluctuationssuperimposed on a falling
trend (at energies lower than « 150 keV) and a nearly constant trend (over
as 150 keV), respectively.
There was no data transmission for TÜNDE between 04:55 and 05:30 UT. In
SR2, intensities start at values I ,(E) , considerably lower than Iie{E) , i.e.
3
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Figure G Upper curves: Sample of HE ionic intensity profilesfilesobserved
by TÜNDE-M inside the bow shock.
Limits of energy channels (for 0 ions) in keV:
a 96 - 106
с 184 - 196
e Ш - 458
b 106 - 1 2 5
d 21A - 284
/ 607 623
Lowest curve: sw velocity as measured by the SDA (solar direction analyzer) of
PL A ZMAG-1 (courtesy of Prof. K.I. Gringauz).
Upper horizontal scale: distance» from the cometaty nucleus
+
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those observed at the end of SRl. The energy dependence of I ,/I
good accuracy be written in the form
9

h.{E) I h.{E)

= (53 ± 9 ) x 10

3

la

can with

29t±00

E- >

with E measured in ktV. After start, the intensities show - apart of fluctuations
- rapid rises to values, I ,{E) , which with good approximation satisfy the
relation
h.(E) I h.(E) = (63± 10) x 10- £
"
3

&

+ 1

±

0

M

(E in ktV). For the time being there is no explanation for the enormous de
creases of the ionic intensities and their partial recovery between 04:56 and
06:10 UT.
In SR3, intensities in all energy channels decrease, more or less independently
of energy, by a factor of 1.9 ± 0.35 , except the lowest energy channel, where
the decrease is but a factor of 1.26 .
The slow decrease observed in SR3 changes abruptly to a fast one in SR4.
The energy dependence of the ratio I ,/I ,
(that is, that of the intensities at
the end and the begenning of the SR), may be expressed by the power function
4

h.{E) 11 (Е)
Ал

(with E

4

= (290±60)х£Г

, 3 , ± < м и

\nkcV).

SR5 is characterized by continuous increase of intensities with superimposed
maxima. The largest is around the point of closest approach, and differs strongly
from the other ones, not only in size. It will be dealt with separately under the
name SR-CA.
SR6 is similar to SR5, but the increase of the intensities is much faster.

5.2 Discussion
6.21 Ion populations in SRI and SR2
The "PLAZMAG-1" panel in Fig. 6 shows sw velocities as measured by the
plasma detector PLAZMAG-1 onboard VEGA-1 between 04:20 and 06:30 UT,
and 07:55 and 08:25 UT, March 6, 1986 (unpublished data, courtesy of Prof.
K.I. Gringauz). Several maxima are superimposed on the general trend of HE
ion intensities the most conspicuous of which are denoted by A, B, C, and D in
Fig. 6. Approximate times of the maxima are 04:32,04:43,04:51, and 05:40 UT,
respectively. They show up - with varying amplitudes - in almost all energy
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channels and are synchronous (within time differences less than 2 minutes) in
the various energy channels and also with similar maxima in the sw velocity
profile shown in the lower panel of Fig. 6 (the В and С maxima are not resolved
in the sw velocity profile).
The correlation of the maxima A, B, C, and D of ionic intensities with those of
the sw velocity may qualitatively be understood in the following way: Increased
sw velocity means stronger convection and thus smaller loss of intensity of HE
ions via escaping along the field lines. Furthermore, increased sw velocity pro
duces pick up ions of higher energies which, if the post-acceleration is eí^cient
enough, may also contribute to the ionic intensity increases observed.
5.22 Intensity decreases in SR3 and SR4: Cometopause crossing
3

The boundary between SR2 and SR3 (06:10 UT, r « 330 x 10 km) coincides
with the boundary Ml established on the basis of magnetic field measurements
(Srhwingenschuh к al 1986). Inferred from GIOTTO measurements (Balsiger
к al 1986), and allowance made for the higher total gas output rate of P/H at
the time of the VEGA-1 encounter, r w 330 x 10 km is also the region where
low energy heavy ions begin to be clearly distinguishable from the background.
3

PLAZMAG-1 measurements onboard VEGA-1 (Fig. 6) show that sw velocity
decreases rather smoothly until the end of SR3, (г я» 160 x 10 km) which
coincides with the region where the sw practically comes to rest and control of
plasma processes is taken over by heavy cometary ions (cometopause: Grin^auz
к al 1986a,b). The IMF strength increases slowly from about 15 nT at the
beginning to about 40 nT at the end of SR3, where, i.e. at the cometopause, an
about 12 nT amplitude peak is superimposed on the increasing trend, and the
IMF elevation angle changes from about -15° to +25° . (Schwingenschuh к
al 1987).
3

No plasma date are available on VEGA-1 in SR4. In that SR, B increased
rather smoothly from 40 nT to about 50 nT without essential change in azimuth,
but its elevation decreased to 0° by the end of the SR.
It is difficult to explain the ionic intensity decreases observed in SR3 and SR4
on the basis of the plasma and IMF behaviour just characterized.
One of the causes may be gradual fading (in SR3) and then (in SR4) dis
appearance of pick up ions and, in parallel to that, the increasing chance of ín SR4 almost free - escape of ИЕ ions along the field lines. This effect may
be enhanced by the grad D drift which causes a displacement, Az , of the
guiding centre in the direction of В x grad В equal to
Дж -

/ v dt
rf
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where
9

v« = » J ( B x grad B)/(2 w. В )
is the drift velocity, and v is the particle velocity perpendicular to B. Applying
a very simple one dimensional approximation, and assuming isotropy together
with adiabatic compression, i.e. (since (of) = i v )
±

3

a

t£ u '* = const
and also assuming magnetic field freezing, i.e.
u> u = const
€

we arrive at

7

2ZeJB dxu

2w u
e

•where the index 1 refers to values farther from, index 2 to values closer to the
nucleus. Note that Лг is proportinat to the kinetic energy, and a depletion
proportional to kinetic energy was observed ín SR4. With reasonable values
(B, = 20 яГ, u < 200 km Jв, 2?, /B = 0.4) one arrives at Az > 35 x 10» km
for ions with E
= 200 keV . This may give a strong contribution to the
depletion. More thorough analysis would, however, be necessary to see whether
it is sufficient to explain the huge amplitudes of the decreases observed in SR4.
3

kin

The contribution of charge exchange of HE ions in collisions with neutral
cometary molecules may be neglected when considering intensity decreases in
SR3 and SR4: it is too small by an order of magnitude and is decreasing with
energy, whilst the opposite was observed.
5.23 The giant peak of intensity around closest approach (SR-CA)
The most striking feature in the downstream region is the giant increase of
HE ionic intensities near the point of closest approach. Although the measuring
apparatus suffered some damage at 07:15 UT resulting in the loss of 41 ionic en
ergy channels out of 52, however, it can practically be excluded that the increase
would be an instrumental artifact, both because of the internal consistency of
the data observed and also because of the fact that none of the housekeeping
data showed any sign of damage to the remaining channels, and also that the
HE ionic device EPONA on the s/c GIOTTO has observed similar increases in
the closest vicinity of P/H (McKenna-Lawlor, in the press).
Profiles of intensities observed in four energy channels are shown in Fig. 7,
Each profile shows a single, fiat maximum and eight superimposed narrow flash
es. The fiat maxima peak near the point of closest approach with amplitudes

-26increasing from a factor of 2 at ss 100 keV to a factor of »10 at 320 keV.
The superimposed narrow flashes have widths between 12 to 50 a and relative
amplitudes, / , decreasing from about 10 < / < 40 around 120 ktV to about
2 < / < 10 around 320 keV.
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Figure 7 Sample of intensity proßes as observed by TŰNDE-M near CA
(07:20:06 s UT).
Upper scale: Distances from the cometary nucleus,
a, b, c, and d denote the same energy channels as in Fig. 6
Curves a and с refer to the left hand »ide, curves b and d to the right
hand side scale. For sake of clarity, curve» с and d are shifted toward» lower
intensity values by one order of magnitude.
When comparing ionic intensities with magnetic field data, it should be noted
that the B, channel of the device MISCH A onboard VEGA-1 got saturated from
0715:40 UT to 0723:00 UT (practically during the whole SR-CA) at a level of
about 60 nT (Schwingenschuh к al 1987). On the basis of the trend of the B,
values outside the SR-CA, a peaking of В at a level of about 90 nT around closest
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approach would be a conservative estimate, higher maximum values cannot be
excluded. We may thus count with an increase of the magnetic field strength by
a factor of 2 within SR-CA.
Adiabatic compression by a factor of 2 would result in a temperature increase
by a factor of 2
« 1.6 . This may contribute to the measured flat maximum
of intensities, provided that the conditions are favourable for adiabatic compres
sion (nearly isotropic velocity distribution). This may be the case if scattering
is strong enough. If not, particles can still increase their perpendicular momen
tum via betatron acceleration. The conservation of the first adiabatic invariant
involves an energy gain by a factor of < B /Bi which, in our case, is » 2 . The
actual gain depends on the angular distribution of the particle velocity.
2 / 3

2

Greater difficulties are encountered when trying to explain the intensity flash
es around closest approach. Since the spatial separation of flashes is of the
order of the giroradii of ions, neither the lack of any energy dependence of
the onset and offset times, nor the steepness of the onset and offset of the
flashes can be explained, except if TÜNDE-M has detected electrons. In the
given conditions, the only possible mechanism capable to produce the flashes
seems to be magnetic field reconnection. Assuming В = 80 nT, an oxygen ion
density of 500 x 10° m~ , and L = 50 x 10 m , and using Eq. (3), we
arrive at E„, « 80 keV which is not enough to explain the intensity increases
of 100 to 320 ktV particles. To get E « 300 ktV , we should need e.g.
В « 120 nT and L as 10* m , values which cannot be excluded but seem to be
unlikely. However, it should be noted that there have spikes been observed in the
terrestrial magnetospherc in which the maximum energy of spike particles were
an order of magnitude larger than the value calculated on the basis of Eq. (3)
(Sarris & al 1976).
3

6

m

Data observed along the outbound leg (after CA) have not yet been analyzed
in detail.

iS-

6.

Conclusions

Unexpected were the energy ranges and spatial extension of HE ions observed
onboard the s/c that approached P/H in 1986. The energy range extends to at
least 0.8 MeV (detected by TÜNDE-M), and probably even farther (measure
ments of EPONA onboard GIOTTO). The spatial extent of ions exceeds 10 Arm
from the cometary nucleus.
T

The main results of the HE ion measurements carried out by TÜNDE-M
onboard VEGA-1 may be summarized as follows:
1. TÜNDE-M has observed HE ions in energy regions much higher than,
and directions far from being accessible to, pick up ions. Existence of such ions
demonstrate that substantial and very effective post-acceleration of pick up ions
is taking place.
2. The high level of magnetic turbulence near to the bow shock, and also the
spectral characteristics of ion populations observed there suggest that second
order Fermi acceleration is responsible for, or at least, strongly contributes to
the energization of ions. The direct observation of such process at comets is
also interesting by itself, since, to our knowledge, this is the first case where the
effectiveness of the second order Fermi acceleration is demonstrated by direct,
in situ measurements.
3. The existence of ions at large distances from the nucleus on the sub-solar
side of the comet gives information about the spatial extent of the neutral gas
coma as well. Neutral cometary molecules must reach these distances, since, once
they are ionized, they are picked up by the sw and drifted towards the cometary
tail. High energy ionic measurements are thus sensitive probes of the spatial
distribution of the neutral cometary molecules around comets. The difficulty
connected with travelling of slow neutrals to large distances may suggest the
existence of a fast (v - 5 to 8 km/s) component of neutral gas outflow,
4. In addition to the sun, the planetary magnetospheres, and interplanetary
shocks, cometary environments - at least in the сале of P/H • are now known to
be a fourth type of localized source of HE ions. When comparing this source with
astrophysicai accelerators, the pick up process (a natural injection mechanism)
may be parallelled to cosmic ray acceleration at diffusive ehocks, however, with
the big difference that the mass of pick up ions substantionally contribute to the
dynamics of the cometary shock, unlike cosmic rays at astrophysicai shocks.

-295. Many of the observed features of HE ion processes around P/H are still
unexplained, such as the post-acceleration of ions during the periodic intensity
enhancements between r = 10 km and the bow shock, or the giant HE ionic
intensity flashes observed at the magnetic barrier, and others. Some of the
open problems may perhaps be answered by pushing forward the performance
of theory, some of them will need further measurements which, in case of Halleys
comet, have to be wait until A.D. 2061.
T
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